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The problem of the pulsar magnetosphere is well-defined.

What happens if a rotating magnet is put in space?

due to pair plasmas.

complication

Basic ideas and solid results

magnetic
pair creation
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high energy photon
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electron positron pair
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A rotating magnet produces EMF.
available voltage

If a current circuit is established, the system works. 
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(Spitkovsky A., 2006, ApJ 648, L51)

Basic ideas and solid results 宇宙の灯台 パルサー より
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Basic ideas and solid results

Electrostatic solution: 
“electrosphere”

force-free solution

if no pair creation

sufficient plasma source

The two solid solutions
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No. 1, 1999 AXISYMMETRIC PULSAR MAGNETOSPHERE 355

FIG. 3.ÈFinal numerical solution for the structure of the axisymmetric
force-free magnetosphere of an aligned rotating magnetic dipole. We used
a grid of 30 ] 30 points inside and another 30 ] 30 points outside the light
cylinder. Thin lines represent Ñux surfaces in intervals of with0.1(pc ,( \ 0 along the axis. A small amount of return current Ñows between the
dashed Ðeld line and the thick line at which( \ 1.08(pc (open \ 1.36(pc ,determines the boundary between closed and open Ðeld lines, and where
the bulk of the return current Ñows. The null line, along which iso

e
\ 0,

shown dotted. The solution asymptotically approaches the dash-dotted
lines obtained through the integration of eq. (15).

outer (the bulk of the return1.08(pc \ ( \ 1.36(pccurrent obviously Ñows along the boundary between open
and closed lines, and along the equator, i.e., the thick line in
Fig. 3). This is very interesting in view of the fact that the
equivalent monopole current distribution comes close to
generating a continuous solution, although the physical
behavior of the inside and outside solutions di†er near the
light cylinder (Fig. 1c ; see Michel 1982). We would like to
emphasize that several trials of this procedure with di†erent
initial current distributions have all converged to the same
Ðnal distribution shown in Figure 4. This suggests that

there may in fact exist a unique poloidal electric current
distribution consistent with the assumptions of our treatment.

We would like to give particular emphasis to a subtle
point in our numerical treatment of the interface between
the open and closed Ðeld lines within the light cylinder. The
numerical relaxation procedure determines AA@((), and
A(() is obtained by integrating AA@ from ( \ 0 to (open.
This implies that there is no a priori guarantee that A((open)is equal to zero, and in fact it is not. The reader can con-
vince himself/herself that, because of north-south symmetry,
this implies that a return current sheet equal to [ A((open)Ñows along the equator and along the interface between
open and closed Ðeld lines. Since no poloidal electric
current can Ñow inside the closed domain, there is an
unavoidable discontinuity in across the interface, andBÕthis can only be balanced by a similar discontinuity in B

p
!

This e†ect is numerically entirely missed if one naively con-
siders the expression for AA@ as given in Figure 4, where
AA@ ] 0 for since one will then be missing the( ] (open,
delta function (not shown in Fig. 4) that corresponds to the
step discontinuity in A (e.g., Michel 1982). A Ðnite-
resolution numerical grid will not discern an inÐnite jump
in A((), and therefore we treat this problem by artiÐcially
transforming the step discontinuity into a smooth
(Gaussian) transition in A over an interval We0.1(open.
note that a similar problem does not arise in the split mono-
pole case, since the current sheet there extends all the way to
the origin, and can be simply treated as an equatorial
boundary.

The null line, i.e., the line with zero GJ space charge, is
shown dotted. The crossings of the null line by open Ðeld
lines have often been suspected to be the regions where
pulsar emission originates (Cheng et al. 1986 ; Romani
1996). We plan to investigate the detailed microphysics of
the gaps that will appear around these regions in a forth-
coming publication (see also ° 6). According to equation (6),
at large distances, the null line asymptotically approaches
the Ðeld line along which AA@ \ 0. Well within( \ 1.08(pcthe light cylinder, the null line is simply given by the locus
of points where the condition X Æ B \ 0 (or equivalently

is satisÐed.B
z
\ 0)
Knowing the poloidal electric current distribution along

the open magnetic Ðeld lines, we can also derive the asymp-
totic structure of our solution at distances x ? 1. One can

FIG. 4.ÈElectric current distribution A \ A(() (solid line) along the open Ðeld lines that allows for the solution presented in Fig. 3. Compare this with the
equivalent monopole (i.e., a monopole with the same amount of open Ðeld lines) electric current distribution (dashed line).A

m
[ \ [RLC~1 ((2 [ (/(open)Although our numerical iteration scheme seems to be relaxing only to this unique distribution, we have no theoretical arguments that this distribution is

indeed unique.

Contopoulos, I., Kazanas, D., & 
Fendt, C. 1999, apj, 511, 351

1056 A. N. Timokhin

is different from the rotation frequency of the NS. It was shown that
there exists a unique solution of the pulsar equation for an arbitrary
plasma rotation frequency, although a rather simple case when the
plasma rotation frequency is constant has been considered. The ap-
plicability of the force-free approximations in the magnetosphere
of an aligned rotator was considered in Timokhin (2005) and Con-
topoulos (2005), though in the latter work only for the null point
located at the LC.

Recently different approach to the pulsar magnetosphere mod-
elling has been developed by Spitkovsky (2005), Komissarov (2006)
and McKinney (2006). They perform time-dependent simulations
of the pulsar magnetosphere. In Komissarov (2006) the aligned ro-
tator magnetosphere was modelled using a full magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) code; in McKinney (2006) the same modelling was
performed with force-free code. The code of Anatoly Spitkovsky
allows a 3D time-dependent simulation of the magnetosphere of
inclined rotator to be performed by solving equations of force-free
MHD. In these simulations the existence of the stationary force-free
magnetospheric configuration was rigorously proved for the first
time. Although this approach presents a big step towards the mod-
elling of the real pulsar magnetosphere, in this paper we argue that
it has serous limitations, namely that the properties of cascades sup-
plying particles in the magnetosphere are not incorporated in these
simulations. As will be discussed later, cascades can set non-trivial
boundary conditions on the current density in the magnetosphere. Its
incorporation in time-dependent codes would require some effort.

In this work we investigate the stationary problem, solving the
pulsar equation numerically with high numerical resolution. We as-
sume zero pressure in the closed field line region (cold plasma). As
in all the above-mentioned works on the numerical modelling of
a stationary aligned rotator magnetosphere, we assume a topology
with the current sheet in an open field line domain being in the equa-
torial plane, i.e. configuration with a Y null point – see Fig. 1. This
type of magnetosphere topology had became de facto the ‘standard
model’, so we study it in detail and analyse its properties regarding
many aspects of electrodynamics. Smooth solutions are obtained
for any position of the null point inside the LC. A high numerical
resolution allows one to accurately incorporate the return current
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Figure 1. Configuration of the magnetic field in the magnetosphere of an
aligned rotator with a Y null point – Y-configuration. After the null point x0
the separatrix goes along the equatorial plane. The volume current I flows in
the open field line zones [2] and [2′]. The current circuit closes somewhere
beyond the LC. There could be a volume return current along some open
field lines, but the largest part of it flows along the separatrix.

flowing along the separatrix (the last closed field line) into the nu-
merical procedure. With the high resolution of the numerical method
used it was possible to calculate accurately the physical properties
of the solutions such as the Goldreich–Julian (GJ) charge density,
the magnetic field, energy losses and pointing flux distribution etc.,
to check the applicability of the force-free approximation and to
consider the compatibility of the model with models of electron–
positron cascades.

The adjustment of the current density in the polar cap cascade
zone of the pulsar to the global magnetospheric structure was de-
bated already in the first 10 years after the discovery of the pulsar
(see e.g. Arons 1979). A concrete mechanism for the current den-
sity adjustment was proposed by Yu. Lyubarskij many years later, in
1992. At that time there was no self-consistent model of the pulsar
magnetosphere and detailed discussion on this subject was diffi-
cult. Here we discuss the coupling between the polar cap cascade
zone and the rest of the magnetosphere in the frame of the self-
consistent model obtained in our simulations. We extend the picture
proposed by Lyubarskij (1992) addressing the evolution of the cur-
rent adjustment mechanism with ageing of the pulsar. We also prove
the necessity of such a mechanism and discuss it in more detail in
the frame of the cascade model proposed by Scharlemann, Arons
& Fawley (1978). We underline the serious difficulties of a model
with a Y null point regarding its compatibility with the space charge
limited flow models of polar cap cascades and briefly discuss other
possible magnetospheric configurations.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section, 2 important prop-
erties of the pulsar equation are discussed. The model used in the
current work and numerical method are described in Section 3. Re-
sults of the numerical simulations are presented in Section 4. In
Section 5 we discuss the role of polar cap cascades for the global
structure of the magnetosphere, consider in detail the properties of
the force-free magnetosphere with a Y null point, and highlight
problems of the ‘standard’ model of an aligned rotator magneto-
sphere. A different topology of the magnetosphere, with an X null
point, is briefly discussed at the end of the section. We summarize
the most important results in Section 6.

2 T H E P U L S A R E QUAT I O N

2.1 General equation

Here we adopt the widely used assumption that the entire magne-
tosphere of the NS is filled with plasma. In some works starved
magnetosphere configurations have been debated (see e.g. Smith,
Michel & Thacker 2001; Pétri, Heyvaerts & Bonazzola 2002), where
there are several separated clouds of charged particles near the NS
and no particle outflow, however there are indications that such a
configuration is unstable against diocotron instability (Spitkovsky
& Arons 2002; Spitkovsky 2004). Plasma in the magnetosphere has
to be non-neutral in order to screen the longitudinal (directed along
the magnetic field lines) component of the electric field, induced by
the rotation of the NS. In the presence of the longitudinal electric
field charged particles would be accelerated and their radiation will
lead to copious electron–positron pair production in the super-strong
magnetic field of a pulsar (Sturrock 1971), which finally results in
the screening of the accelerating field.

The charge density necessary to cancel the longitudinal electric
field, the so-called GJ charge density (Goldreich & Julian 1969),
near the neutron star is given by

ρGJ " −Ω · B
2πc

, (1)

C© 2006 The Author. Journal compilation C© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 368, 1055–1072

Timokhin, A~N. 2006, 
mnras, 368, 1055

both have no acceleration

Gaps
unstable to pair-creation
because of very strong E// 
(electric field parallel to the 
magnetic field)

resistive / acceleration region 
is hidden in a infinitely thin 
layer, which is outside of the 
solution.
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A lot of challenges were made something between the two ( ES and FF)

with pair creation 
coupled with particle 
acceleration and 
photon emission

very complicated
rely on numerical works

MHD approaches difficult

PIC applicable

Electrostatic solution: 
“electrosphere”

force-free solution
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• With the current computer performance, pair plasmas are 
injected by hand (difficult to treat whole process). 

• Once the closed current circuit is established by pair 
injection, a pulsar becomes active.

• how one makes a setting for the pair injection. 
èFor any setting, whatever, a simulator gives a solution 
even if the setting is not realistic. 

• èResults of PIC simulations fully depend on the 
assumptions èmess. No convincing result.

Summary of Previous PIC approaches
A lot of challenges were made

Analyse what setting makes what èS. Kisakaʼs talk
8



Particle acceleration in axisymmetric pulsar current sheets 5

Figure 3. Structure of the aligned pulsar magnetosphere at t = 2.25P , for finj = 1 (left) and finj = 0.2 (right). The top panels show

the toroidal magnetic field, normalized by the surface magnetic field at the poles, B?, and multiplied by r. The middle panels present

the radial current density, normalized by the Goldreich-Julian current density at the pole J?
GJ, and multiplied by r2. The bottom panels

show the relativistic invariant E · B normalized by B2
, and the contour where E2

= B2
(red solid line) indicated by the black arrows.

In all panels, the black solid lines represent the poloidal magnetic field lines, which are given by the isocontours of the magnetic flux

function. The vertical dashed line indicates the light-cylinder radius. The gray semi-disk represents the neutron star.

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16

Cerutti, B., 
Philippov, A., 
Parfrey, K., ¥& 
Spitkovsky, A.¥ 2015, 
¥mnras, 448, 606

Hakobyan et al.,2022

6 Mikhail A. Belyaev

Figure 2. Radial energy flux integrated over the surface of a sphere as a function of radius. The black curves correspond to the radial
component of the Poynting flux, the blue curves to the radial particle energy flux, and the red curves to the total radial energy flux
(combination of the two).

a)

fvol = .125 rinj = Rlc

b)

fvol = .25 rinj = 1.5Rlc

Figure 3. �E · J/(ulc⌦⇤) for simulations r256lo (panel a) and r256mid rinjext (panel b). Negative regions correspond to dissipation of
Poynting flux and conversion of electromagnetic energy to particle energy.

gion above the polar cap, a slot-gap like region extending to
high altitudes, and a region around the Y-point.

Comparing panels a and b of Fig. 3, we see that the
dissipative region around the Y-point extends into the cur-
rent sheet in panel a (simulation r256lo), but is confined
to the direct vicinity of the Y-point in panel b (simulation
r256mid rinjext). This is due to a better screening of the
accelerating electric field in the current sheet in simulation
r256mid rinjext compared to simulation r256lo as result of
a higher injection rate, fvol, and a larger injection radius
rinj. The extension of the dissipative region into the current
sheet beyond the light cylinder in simulation r256lo also ex-
plains why the conversion of Poynting flux to radial particle

energy flux in Fig. 2 extends over a larger radius for simu-
lation r256lo compared to simulation r256mid rinjext.

3.3 Spacelike Current Layers

Another key result of our simulations is the spacelike nature
of the current layers inside the light cylinder. This means
that J2 > (⇢c)2, so it is impossible for one sign of charge to
supply the current, and there is necessarily counterstreaming
of oppositely charged particles.

Fig. 4 shows J/⇢c for simulation r256mid rinjext at t =
6P⇤ . Since J > 0, the sign of J/⇢c is the same as the sign of
⇢. When particles move with a velocity close to c, as is the

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Belyaev, M.~A. 
2015, mnras, 449, 
2759

current sheet

kink instability

Y-point
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• With the current computer performance, pair plasmas are 
injected by hand (difficult to treat whole process). 

• Once the closed current circuit is established by pair 
injection, a pulsar becomes active.

• how one makes a setting for the pair injection. 
èFor any setting, whatever, a simulator gives a solution 
even if the setting is not realistic. 

• èResults of PIC simulations fully depend on the 
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A case of surface injection

Natural supply of charged particles by E//
è electrosphere (not active)

high density pairs (high multiplicity ) are injected near the 
surface  typically with some initial speed.

A lot of  challenges were made

maybe to obtain an open field structure, something like the 
force-free solution.
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an outflow makes open field lines + current sheet

outflow
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e.g. solar wind
A lot of  challenges were made

thermal  centrifugal wind

A case of surface injection
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misleading by too much injection from the surface

A lot of  challenges were made

l magnetic field is 
opened.

l reconnection is the 
origin of acceleration.

l instabilities in the 
neutral sheet
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and 
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acceleration
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B

E⊥

V＋

j

E⊥direct             acceleration 

>? B

positron

electron

Uzdensky, D.A. 2003, apj, 598, 446
Wada T., Shibata S., 2011, MNRAS, 418, 612.

for possible E>B, see 

in low density cases
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centrifugal
force

X
j φ

X X

v φ = Ωr → c
corotation

4.16. パルサー磁気圏の全体構造
2. 赤道面から少し離れたあたりでは E‖のために −の星に向かった流れが発生する。

pair plasma cloud と星を繋ぐ電流を作ろうとする。境界条件によっては、星からの粒子の放射がおこる。
3. ここで重要なのは injectされた pair cloudと星が電気的に繋がることである。繋ぐ磁束中はE‖ = 0になる。いくつかの simulationで星と繋がっていない pair cloud が赤道面に沿って流出している可能性のあるものがある。それらはパルサーの光度とは関係ない。
4. 星と繋がって pair cloud が共回転できるようになると遠心力加速が起こる。遠心力ドリフト電流で磁場を開くことが可能になる。磁場を開くために必要な電流とドリフト電流の比を見ると：rΩ → cで

j0 : jd =
cB

4πr
: q

mrΩ2

qB
cn =

B2

4π
: mc2n (4.16.8)

となる。mが静止質量で評価するとパルサーの場合 j0 # jdである。vφ → cでローレンツ因子が l.c.近傍で上がると mのところは γmで評価しなければならない。磁場が開けるような予想されるローレンツ因子は
global-gamY; γY =

qBL/mec

ΩM
= 1.2× 107

(
Ω

190

)2 ( B∗

1012G

)(
M
1000

)
(4.16.9)

で与えられる。Mはプラズマ密度がGJ密度の何倍かをあらわす (multiplicity)。
5. 開いた磁場にそって遠心力加速されたプラズマの流出が起こる。磁場に沿った電流が赤道面に沿って無限遠に向けて流れる。
6. 以上で、polar cap — separatrix — Y-point — equatorical current sheet に沿って外向きの電流が開通する。極は元々無限遠と繋がっているので、closed current circuitが完成する。activeになる。
7. 閉じた電流は基本的に磁気中性面に沿った外向きと極軸にそったもので、細い線で閉じることができる。したがって、中緯度の gap は inactiveのまま温存される。E‖はあるけど、電流は流れない。
8. どこで vφ → cになるかは状況による。真空電磁場だと system net charge Qによって位置が変わる；真空電場のEr ×Br ドリフトだと多分: vφ/c = 1/r +Qr. (無次元表記)

9. 真空電場の場合、赤道から少し離れた位置では、電場は、+は赤道に集まるように
−は極に向かうような方向になっている。よって、注入したペアの電子成分は磁場に沿って星に向かって流れる。

285 global

centrifugal force  makes open field lines + current sheet

E⊥acceleration in rich plasma is “centrifugal acceleration”.
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17

Untangle back to the original idea.

4.17. A REVIEW ON RECONNECTION

provided that Ohm’s law is persistent. We obtain

γej ≈
α′

α

v2Ai

c2
. (4.17.33)

Note that the formal value of vAi can exceed the speed of light. For the relativistic case,

we may have

L(rel) ≈ L(rel)
0

α1/2R1/2
mc

with L(rel)
0 =

c

π
B2

i L
2, (4.17.34)

and

Rmc =
cL

η
. (4.17.35)

4.17.1 What happens in the pulsar

Comparison between the steady 2D Sweet-Parker model and the steady axisymmetric

(2D) Y-point neighbour.

SP

Pulsar 

• the current sheets look similar.

• magnetic field configuration is partly similar, ie., the magnetic field lines change

their direction in the x − y plane of SP and in the meridional plane in the pulsar.

But, Bz = 0 in SP, while Bϕ is important in the pulsar.

• The electric field shows essential difference. There is Ez only in SP. For the pul-

sar, the electric potential has a gradient across the field lines. There is E⊥. This

originates from the fact that the star rotates and produce the voltage. This is the

essential boundary condition.

297 global

1.                causes the corotation motion.
2. the corotation speed tends to the light speed

3. inertia increases.

4. centrifugal drift current opens the magnetic field lines

v φ = Ωr → c
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Note that the formal value of vAi can exceed the speed of light. For the relativistic case,

we may have

L(rel) ≈ L(rel)
0

α1/2R1/2
mc

with L(rel)
0 =

c

π
B2

i L
2, (4.17.34)

and

Rmc =
cL

η
. (4.17.35)

4.17.1 What happens in the pulsar

Comparison between the steady 2D Sweet-Parker model and the steady axisymmetric

(2D) Y-point neighbour.

SP

Pulsar 

• the current sheets look similar.

• magnetic field configuration is partly similar, ie., the magnetic field lines change

their direction in the x − y plane of SP and in the meridional plane in the pulsar.

But, Bz = 0 in SP, while Bϕ is important in the pulsar.

• The electric field shows essential difference. There is Ez only in SP. For the pul-

sar, the electric potential has a gradient across the field lines. There is E⊥. This

originates from the fact that the star rotates and produce the voltage. This is the

essential boundary condition.

297 global

X

catapult!

5 “massive corotating 
plasma”  flows out 
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Untangle back to the original idea.

v φ = Ωr → c
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(2D) Y-point neighbour.
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• magnetic field configuration is partly similar, ie., the magnetic field lines change

their direction in the x − y plane of SP and in the meridional plane in the pulsar.

But, Bz = 0 in SP, while Bϕ is important in the pulsar.

• The electric field shows essential difference. There is Ez only in SP. For the pul-

sar, the electric potential has a gradient across the field lines. There is E⊥. This
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Particle acceleration in axisymmetric pulsar current sheets 5

Figure 3. Structure of the aligned pulsar magnetosphere at t = 2.25P , for finj = 1 (left) and finj = 0.2 (right). The top panels show

the toroidal magnetic field, normalized by the surface magnetic field at the poles, B?, and multiplied by r. The middle panels present

the radial current density, normalized by the Goldreich-Julian current density at the pole J?
GJ, and multiplied by r2. The bottom panels

show the relativistic invariant E · B normalized by B2
, and the contour where E2

= B2
(red solid line) indicated by the black arrows.

In all panels, the black solid lines represent the poloidal magnetic field lines, which are given by the isocontours of the magnetic flux

function. The vertical dashed line indicates the light-cylinder radius. The gray semi-disk represents the neutron star.
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6 Mikhail A. Belyaev

Figure 2. Radial energy flux integrated over the surface of a sphere as a function of radius. The black curves correspond to the radial
component of the Poynting flux, the blue curves to the radial particle energy flux, and the red curves to the total radial energy flux
(combination of the two).

a)

fvol = .125 rinj = Rlc

b)

fvol = .25 rinj = 1.5Rlc

Figure 3. �E · J/(ulc⌦⇤) for simulations r256lo (panel a) and r256mid rinjext (panel b). Negative regions correspond to dissipation of
Poynting flux and conversion of electromagnetic energy to particle energy.

gion above the polar cap, a slot-gap like region extending to
high altitudes, and a region around the Y-point.

Comparing panels a and b of Fig. 3, we see that the
dissipative region around the Y-point extends into the cur-
rent sheet in panel a (simulation r256lo), but is confined
to the direct vicinity of the Y-point in panel b (simulation
r256mid rinjext). This is due to a better screening of the
accelerating electric field in the current sheet in simulation
r256mid rinjext compared to simulation r256lo as result of
a higher injection rate, fvol, and a larger injection radius
rinj. The extension of the dissipative region into the current
sheet beyond the light cylinder in simulation r256lo also ex-
plains why the conversion of Poynting flux to radial particle

energy flux in Fig. 2 extends over a larger radius for simu-
lation r256lo compared to simulation r256mid rinjext.

3.3 Spacelike Current Layers

Another key result of our simulations is the spacelike nature
of the current layers inside the light cylinder. This means
that J2 > (⇢c)2, so it is impossible for one sign of charge to
supply the current, and there is necessarily counterstreaming
of oppositely charged particles.

Fig. 4 shows J/⇢c for simulation r256mid rinjext at t =
6P⇤ . Since J > 0, the sign of J/⇢c is the same as the sign of
⇢. When particles move with a velocity close to c, as is the
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2759

current sheet

kink instability

Y-point
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Summary for the future:
Let us  see
. what setup for pair creation makes what,
. centrifugal acceleration in detail



A short comment on the Crab Nebula
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A short comment on the Crab Nebula

• IXPE gives a spatially resolved polarization measurement for the Crab 
Nebula. A good opportunity to improve nebula model.

• Nakamura and Shibata (2007) constructed a model to give a polarization 
map of the Crab Nebula. We concluded about 60 percent of the 
magnetic field energy is in the form of turbulent: $|\delta B|^2 /B \sim 
0.6$ .

• It has already been suggest that the turbulent fields plays important 
roles on nebula dynamics and particle acceleration (see. eg. Porth et al., 
2014; Tanaka et al., 2018).

• With the help of the data by IXPE, Chandra and IC gamma-rays 
telescopes, we are attempting an empirical model of the nebula.

Preamble

Let us make an empirical mode with minimized assumptions!
Axisymmetry. disc + inner ring + outer ring + jet + halo 224 component



model

observation

uniform disc + uniform halo

Chandra Image by Mori et al.  ; Note pile-up 
corrected I and photon-index maps

Doppler boost free I(r) profile
è volume emissivity profile  j(r)

observation
model
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The flow speed increases with the distance!
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The Crab Nebula model in construction

I image

Q and U image

volume emissivity
+

velocity field

δB^2/B^2

+continuity

+momentum eq.
+energy eq.

radial profiles for
acceleration of the flow
dissipation of magnetic  in the flow

n(r), B2(r) profile
+<B> çIC
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axisymmetry



Thank you
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